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* Graphics-engine upgrade from
MDK2 made by Razor, using the

new OpenGL 2.0 graphics
engine along with hardware

acceleration. * 3D
environments, complete with

realistic special effects, sounds,
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animations and physics.- each
environment can be viewed in

either 2D or 3D- and much more
of the original MDK 2 gameplay
are still included! * Higher detail
and new features * Many minor

fixes * Tons of new weapons
and vehicles MDK 3 is the
sequel to MDK 2, just like
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MDK2 is a sequel to MDK1.
MDK3 has been in development

for over a decade, with the
original release date set for

2002. This years. MDK 2 HD-
TINYISO * Graphics-engine

upgrade from MDK2 made by
Razor, using the new OpenGL
2.0 graphics engine along with
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hardware acceleration. * 3D
environments, complete with

realistic special effects, sounds,
animations and physics.- each
environment can be viewed in

either 2D or 3D- and much more
of the original MDK 2 gameplay
are still included! * Higher detail

and new features * New
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weapons, vehicles, areas,
landscapes, characters and

graphics * Many minor fixes *
Tons of new weapons and

vehicles MDK 4 is a
continuation of the MDK series.
It is a 3D-First-Person-Shooter,
with a serious setting. MDK 2

HD-TINYISO * Graphics-
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engine upgrade from MDK2
made by Razor, using the new
OpenGL 2.0 graphics engine

along with hardware
acceleration. * 3D

environments, complete with
realistic special effects, sounds,
animations and physics.- each
environment can be viewed in
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either 2D or 3D- and much more
of the original MDK 2 gameplay
are still included! * Higher detail
and new features * Many minor

fixes * Tons of new weapons
and vehicles MDK 5 is a

continuation of the MDK series.
It is a 3D-First-Person-Shooter,
with a realistic setting. MDK 2
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engine upgrade from MDK2

made by Razor, using the new
OpenGL 2.0 graphics engine

along with hardware
acceleration. * 3D

environments, complete with
realistic special effects, sounds,
animations and physics.- each
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environment can be viewed in
either 2D or 3D- and much more
of the original MDK 2 gameplay

are still 3e33713323
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